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This study uses the variable precision rough set (VPRS) model as a tool to support group decision-making (GDM) in
credit risk management. We consider the case that the classiﬁcation in decision tables consisting of risk exposure (RE) may
be partially erroneous, and use a variable precision factor bk to adjust the classiﬁcation error. In this paper, we ﬁrstly com-
bine VPRS and AHP to obtain the weight of condition attribute sets decided by each decision-maker (DM). Then, the
integrated risk exposure (IRE) of attributes is obtained based on the three VPRS-based models. Subsequently, a new pro-
cedure of obtaining bk-stable intervals for DMk is investigated. To verify the eﬀectiveness of these proposed methods, an
illustrative example is presented. The experimental results suggest that the VPRS-based IRE have advantages in recogniz-
ing important attributes.
 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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In real life, many important decision problems are not determined by a single decision-maker (DM) but by
a group of DMs [1,2]. In group decision-making (GDM), group members usually make judgments on the same
decision problem independently. Due to the diﬀerence amongst group members, there may be great disagree-
ments on the same decision problem. Therefore, how to eﬀectively integrate the evaluation of each group
member into a group’s consensus is an interesting and valuable issue [3,4].0888-613X/$ - see front matter  2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ijar.2007.04.005
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vidual importance reﬂects that DMs have diﬀerent weights in GDM [5–7]. Ramanathan used the analytical
hierarchy process (AHP) technique to obtain members’ weight, and aggregate group preference [5]. Van
den Honert derived group members’ inﬂuence weights using the multiplicative AHP and SMART (which
together form the REMBRANDT system) [6]. Considering the individual importance in the group is non-
equivalent, Beynon combined the Dempster–Shafer theory of evidence and AHP to aggregate the evidence
from members of a decision-making group. Based on the perceived individual levels of importance, a discount
rate value is deﬁned for each DM [7]. However, the perceived importance of each member in the literature is
determined in a rather subjective way. That is to say, the personal judgment biases may inﬂuence the initial
weights determination. On the other hand, in some objective approaches, the weight is often aﬀected by insuf-
ﬁcient knowledge or experience of some group members. Due to these reasons, neither the subjective
approaches nor the objective approaches may be the best method for weight determination. Thus, a rational
solution is to combine the two [8].
In [8], Turban et al. integrated objective approaches (using impact factor) and subjective approaches (using
expert judgments) based on fuzzy set theory to evaluate the quality of journals. They assumed that either impact
factor or expert judgments might be missing. If the impact factor of a journal is unknown, the objective weight
is set to 0. If any expert cannot give judgment information of a journal, they set the weight of the expert to be 0.
In this way, they remove the impact of the incomplete preference information on the results [8]. However, Tur-
ban et al. did not consider such a problem that the experts’ judgment might be partially erroneous. That is,
experts’ scores often generate biases due to many reasons, such as experts’ experience and knowledge, etc.
In fact, DMs may make mistakes during the decision-making process for the following reasons: (1) a deci-
sion must be made by DMs in a limit time [9], (2) DMs often lack complete information [9], (3) DMs are more
likely to be cardinally inconsistent [10], (4) DMs exhibit bias to some extent due to their limited information
processing capabilities [10], and (5) all participants in the GDM may not have equal expertise about the deci-
sion area [11]. In such situations, some analytical tools, such as AHP [5–7], linear programming [9], fuzzy set
theory [8,11], and their combinations of the methods [12] were used in GDM. However, these tools are diﬃcult
to handle errors or inconsistency caused by DMs eﬀectively. In this study, the variable precision rough set
(VPRS) [15,16] technique that is able to remove this sort of error easily in GDM is used to deal with this
problem.
The VPRS model, ﬁrstly proposed by Ziarko [15], is an eﬀective mathematical tool with an error-tolerance
capability to handle uncertainty problem. Basically, the VPRS is an extension of Pawlak’s rough set theory
[13,14], allowing for partial classiﬁcation. By setting a conﬁdence threshold value b, the VPRS cannot only
solve classiﬁcation problems with uncertain data and no functional relationship between attributes, but also
relax the rigid boundary deﬁnition of Pawlak’s rough set model to improve the model suitability. Due to the
existence of b, the VPRS can resist data noise or remove data errors [17]. In order to determine a rational
change interval for b, we will investigate the b-stable interval of each DM.
In our previous research in GDM, experts are invited to evaluate the risk exposure (RE) of the risk items
(condition attributes) and the projects (decision attributes) [18]. Decision tables consisting of the RE are estab-
lished in [19–21]. Assuming the DMs have same weights [19] and diﬀerent weights [20], we use VPRS to pro-
cess the data in decision tables and obtain the signiﬁcance of each risk items. Then, we develop a risk
avoidance group decision support system [21]. In particular, in the previous paper that we presented at
RSFDGrC 2005 conference, DMs may have diﬀerent weights. In that paper, we divide the weight of a DM
into two parts: subjective weight and objective weight [20]. Integrated risk exposure (IRE) of the projects
and risk items are computed based on the integration of RE, signiﬁcance of risk items and the weights of
DMs. Then, risk avoidance measures, the rank of risk avoidance strength and risk avoidance methodology
are discussed. This research extends the study in [20], and we establish another two models to obtain the
IRE based on the VPRS, which will be introduced in Section 3. In addition, we investigate the bk-stable inter-
val of each DM, and study a new application on credit risk management. Finally, a naive GDM model is also
presented to compare with the three VPRS-based GDM models, and meantime some interesting results are
found.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, preliminary notions related to AHP are
introduced. Then, the VPRS and AHP are combined to obtain the weight of condition attribute sets decided
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In Section 4, bk-stable interval set of each DM is investigated. The simulated experiment on credit risk eval-
uation is performed to test the eﬀectiveness of the proposed models, and meantime some related issues are
discussed in terms of the results obtained in Section 5. Section 6 draws a conclusion and suggests some ideas
for future investigation.2. Attribute weight determination by combining VPRS and AHP
2.1. Preliminary notions related to AHP
AHP [22], is the multicriteria decision technique that can combine qualitative and quantitative factors for
prioritizing, ranking and evaluating diﬀerent decision alternatives. Within a decision-making procedure, the
pairwise comparison judgment matrix A can be constructed as follows:Table
Relatio
l
R Æ IA ¼
a11 a12    a1n
a21 a22    a2n
..
. ..
. ..
.
an1 an2    ann
2
66664
3
77775;where aij means the relative signiﬁcance of factor ai to aj.
In making judgments, people are more likely to be cardinally inconsistent than cardinally consistent
because they cannot estimate precisely measurement values [10]. Consistency decides whether the priority vec-
tor can precisely reﬂect objective priority, so it is necessary for using AHP that DM’s judgment is consistent or
near consistent. Consistency ratio (C Æ R) and consistence index (C Æ I) are deﬁned asC  R ¼ C  I
R  IandC  I ¼ kmax  l
l 1where kmax is the biggest characteristic root, l is the number of the hierarchies. When C Æ R < 0.1, the matrix is
a near consistent. In particular, when C Æ R = 0, the matrix is consistent, i.e., kmax = n. If C Æ RP 0.1, the ma-
trix is inconsistent and should be reconstructed until it is at least near consistent. The relation between n and
random index (R Æ I) is listed in Table 1.
Proposition 1. For pairwise comparison judgment matrix A = (aij)n·n (aij > 0), if aij = 1/aji, aii = 1, the matrix is
reciprocal. If aij · ajk = aik, i, j, k = 1,2, . . ., n, the matrix A is consistent.2.2. Attribute signiﬁcance
Suppose C, D are the condition attribute set and the decision attribute set, respectively, and U is the object
set. According to the deﬁnitions of Ziarko [15], if there are Z  U and P  C, U is partitioned into three
regions: positive region, negative region and boundary region, which are represented by1
n between l and R Æ I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0 0 0.52 0.89 1.12 1.26 1.36 1.41 1.46 1.49 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.59
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NEGbP ðZÞ ¼ [PrðZjX iÞ61bfX i 2 EðP Þg ð2Þ
BNDbP ðZÞ ¼ [1b<PrðZjX iÞ<bfX i 2 EðP Þg ð3Þwhere b is a given conﬁdence threshold value and E(Æ) denotes a set of equivalence classes, i.e. the condition
classes based on P. The relative signiﬁcance of P to D, or the quality of classiﬁcation (QoC), is deﬁned ascbðP ;DÞ ¼ card POS
b
P ðZÞ
 
cardðUÞ ð4Þwhere Z 2 E(D) and P  C. In particular, if cb(P,D) = 0, it shows attribute set P is not important.
Suppose there are n condition attribute sets and m DMs. Group decision table is established based on the
DMs’ score on each attribute (e.g., Table 2), and Ci is the ith condition attribute set in the group decision
table, i = 1,2, . . .,n, DMk denotes the kth DM, k = 1,2, . . .,m. bk is the variable precision factor of DMk. From
formula (4), the relative signiﬁcance of Cki to Gk iscbk ðCki;GkÞ ¼
card POSbkCkiðGkÞ
 
cardðUÞ ð5Þwhere Cki and Gk are the condition attribute set Ci and decision attribute G decided by DMk, respectively.
Based on the pairwise comparisons between the relative signiﬁcances of condition attribute sets, judgment
matrix set B = {B1, . . .,Bk, . . .,Bm} are constructed, and Bk is the matrix decided by DMk as follows:Bk ¼
bk;11 bk;12 bk;13    bk;1n
bk;21 bk;22 bk;23    bk;2n
..
. ..
. ..
. ..
.
bk;n1 bk;n2 bk;n3    bk;nn
2
66664
3
77775;where bk,ij is the element of the ith row and jth column in Bk and denotes the relative signiﬁcance of Cki to Ckj,
that isbk;ij ¼ c
bk ðCki;GkÞ
cbk ðCkj;GkÞ ¼
card POSbkCkiðGkÞ
 
=cardðUÞ
card POSbkCkjðGkÞ
 
=cardðUÞ
¼
card POSbkCkiðGkÞ
 
card POSbkCkjðGkÞ
  ð6Þ
Combining Eq. (6) and Proposition 1, we can obtaincard POSbkCkiðGkÞ
 
card POSbkCkjðGkÞ
  card POS
bk
Ckj
ðGkÞ
 
card POSbkCkhðGkÞ
  ¼ card POS
bk
Cki
ðGkÞ
 
card POSbkCkhðGkÞ
 
Obviously, bk,ij · bk,jh = bk,ih. From Proposition 1, we can conclude that Bk is a consist matrix.
In order to indicate the weight of attribute set Cki in Bk, the geometric mean [21] is used. Accordingly, we
can obtainW Cki ¼
Yn
j¼1
bk;ij
 !1
n
ð7Þ
W Gk ¼
Xn
i¼1
W Cki ð8ÞAfter normalization, the eigenvector of judgment matrix Bk (i.e.,the weight of condition attribute set) can be
represented as follows:W k ¼ W Ck1Gk ; . . . ;W CkiGk ; . . . ;W CknGk
  ð9Þ
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Cki
Gk
is the weight of Cki
in Gk, which is deﬁned asW CkiGk ¼
W Cki
W Gk
ð10ÞObviously,
Pn
i¼1W
Cki
Gk
¼ 1, because W CkiGk is the result of normalization.
So far, we can determine the weight of the attribute set using VPRS and AHP. In sum, a basic procedure of
obtaining the weight based upon DMs’ scores on RE can be summarized as follows:
Step 1: DMs score the attributes of objects and establish a group decision table.
Step 2: Choose an appropriate variable precision factor bk for DMk.
Step 3: Compute cbk ðCki;GkÞ.
Step 4: Check the value of cbk ðCki;GkÞ: if cbk ðCki;GkÞ ¼ 0, then W CkiGk ¼ 0, or return to step 1; if
cbk ðCki;GkÞ > 0, then continue performing Step 5 in the following.
Step 5: Compute the relative signiﬁcance between attribute sets.
Step 6: Establish judgment matrices based on bk,ij.
Step 7: Compute the weight set of condition attribute sets using Eqs. (7), (8) and (10).
However, it is not suﬃcient for an evaluation problem to obtain the attribute set weight only. As noted in
[20], IRE is introduced as an ultimate evaluation criterion by combining original RE, attribute set weight and
expert’s weight. In the following section, some models are used to compute IRE.
3. VPRS-based models for the IRE
In this section, two kinds of IRE are used. One is IRE of object, which is applied to the overall evaluation
for an object. The other is IRE of condition attribute set, which is used to determine the degree of importance
for a certain attribute. In the following, we discuss three VPRS-based models to obtain IRE.
As previously mentioned, the weight of DMk, ak, is divided into two parts: subjective weight sk and objec-
tive weight ok. Thus, the weight of DMk can be deﬁned asak ¼ ask þ eok ðk ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;mÞ ð11Þ
where a + e = 1. By changing the values of a and e, we can adjust the proportion of sk and ok within the weight
of DMk. Clearly,
Pm
k¼1sk ¼ 1,
Pm
k¼1ok ¼ 1,
Pm
k¼1ak ¼ 1. Particularly, in this study, sk is set to a constant, e.g.
sk = 1/m, by the director of GDM for simplicity purpose. For the objective weight, we use the following three
methods to obtain.
3.1. Same weight-based model
For convenience of the following discussion, the same weight-based model is called as Model 1. In this
model, we assume that each DM has the same weight, that is, s1k ¼ o1k ¼ 1=m. The weight of DMk can be
deﬁned asa1k ¼ 1=m ð12Þ
then, the IRE of an object and the condition attribute set Ci can be calculated in the following formula,
respectively,U 1 ¼
Xm
k¼1
Gk=m ð13Þ
V 1 ¼
Xm
k¼1
W CkiGk Cki=m ð14Þwhere U1 is the IRE of an object using Model 1 and V1 is the IRE of the condition attribute set using Model 1.
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For short, judgment similarity-based model is called as Model 2. In this model, DMs may have diﬀerent
weight. Since B = {B1, . . .,Bk, . . .,Bm} is the set of judgment matrices [19] of mDMs, we compute the similarity
between Bk and other judgment matrices Bj (j = 1,2, . . .,m, j5 k). As a rule, the reliability of DMk increases in
the similarity, which can be used to decide the weight of DMk.
For the judgment matrix Bk, we letbk;j ¼ ðbk;1j; . . . ; bk;ij; . . . ; bk;njÞ ð15Þ
vecðBkÞ ¼ ðbk;1; . . . ; bk;j; . . . ; bk;nÞ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n ð16ÞThe similarity between DMi and DMj is deﬁned asSIMðBi;BjÞ ¼ vecðBiÞ
T  vecðBjÞ
kvecðBiÞk  kvecðBjÞk ð17Þwhere 0 < SIM(Bi,Bj) 6 1, SIM(Bi,Bj) = 1 only if vec(Bi) = vec(Bj). Therefore, the similarity between DMk
and others is denoted asfk ¼
Xm
j¼1;j 6¼k
SIMðBk;BjÞ ð18Þwhere the reliability of Bk increases in bk. Therefore, the objective weight of DMk is denoted aso2k ¼ fk=
Xm
k¼1
fk ð19Þand the weight of DMk isa2k ¼ as2k þ eo2k ð20Þ
where s2k is the subjective weight, which is set to a ﬁxed constant, e.g., s
2
k ¼ 1=m, similar to the Model 1.
Based on the Eq. (20), the IRE of an object and the condition attribute Ci can be calculated asU 2 ¼
Xm
k¼1
Gka2k ð21Þ
V 2 ¼
Xm
k¼1
CkiW
Cki
Gk
a2k ð22Þwhere U2 is the IRE of an object using Model 2 and V2 is the IRE of the condition attribute set using Model 2.
3.3. Distance matrix-based model
Similarly, we call this model as Model 3. In this model, a distance matrix [23,24] is constructed to reﬂect the
diﬀerence between the DMs’ score. Usually, the distance betweenWi andWj is calculated in the following way:dðW i;W jÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2
Xn
t¼1
W CitGi  W
Cjt
Gj
 2s
ð23Þwhere d(Wi,Wj) represents the diﬀerence between the decision of DMi and that of DMj. To reﬂect the judg-
ment diﬀerence from one DM to the others, the distance matrix D is constructed asD ¼
0 dðW 1;W 2Þ dðW 1;W 3Þ    dðW 1;W mÞ
0 dðW 2;W 3Þ    dðW 2;W mÞ
0   
. .
.
symmetry 0
2
6666664
3
7777775
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Pm
j¼1dðW k;W jÞ, where dk shows the degree of diﬀerence betweenWk and other eigenvectors. The dis-
tance between Wk and other eigenvectors increases in dk. The objective weight o3k of DMk shows the diﬀerence
in evaluation of DMk compared with the other DMs, and o3k decreases in dk. Based on this similarity, o
3
k and a
3
k
is deﬁned aso3k ¼
1=dkPm
k¼1ð1=dkÞ
ð24Þ
a3k ¼ as3k þ eo3k ð25Þ
In particular, when dk = 0, this means that the classiﬁcation of all DMs’ scores is exactly the same. This result
does not often happen, but if it does, the DMs should be reorganized to score the RE of objects and attributes.
We obtain the IRE of an object and the risk item set Ci in the following formulae:U 3 ¼
Xm
k¼1
Gka3k ð26Þ
V 3 ¼
Xm
k¼1
CkiW
Cki
Gk
a3k ð27Þwhere U3 is the IRE of an object using Model 3 and V3 is the IRE of the condition attribute set using Model 3.
So far, we introduce three diﬀerent models to obtain the objective weights based on the judgment matrix,
which is obtained from DMs using VPRS and AHP techniques. However, in VPRS methods, a critical prob-
lem is the determination of precision factor bk. For director’s convenience, we derive a stable interval for bk,
which is addressed in the next section.
4. bk-Stable intervals
As we know, diﬀerent signiﬁcance of a condition attribute set may be obtained by adjusting bk from one
value to another. In GDM, the director sets the value of bk, which denotes the correct classiﬁcation rate of
condition attribute to decision attribute in the decision table of DMk. Usually, the director will take DM’s
decision eﬃciency, and operational costs, risks, etc. into account [29]. Therefore, diﬀerent DMs may have dif-
ferent bk. bk-stable interval is the range of bk where the classiﬁcations of DMk’s decision results do not alter.
When the director does not satisfy the results from DMk under a ﬁxed bk, he/she can adjust bk from another
stable interval until satisﬁed results are obtained.
Su et al. used the least upper bound of data set to obtain b, which made the rules consistent [25]. We com-
pute the stable interval of bk based on this method. In the group decision table, for any condition class Xi of
Cki and decision class Yj of Gk, we deﬁned1j ¼ mini bk 
cardðX i \ Y jÞ
cardðX iÞ
X i 2 U=Cki; cardðX i \ Y jÞcardðX iÞ < bk
 	
ð28Þ
d2j ¼ mini
cardðX i \ Y jÞ
cardðX iÞ  bk
X i 2 U=Cki; cardðX i \ Y jÞcardðX iÞ P bk
 	
ð29ÞLet d1 ¼ minjd1j , cki ¼ minjd2j , gki = max{bk  d1,0.5}, for a speciﬁc value of bk, bk-stable interval of Cki is de-
ﬁned asSIðCkiÞb¼bk ¼ ðcki; bk þ gki ð30Þ
bk-stable interval of DMk is deﬁned asSIðDMkÞb¼bk ¼
\n
i¼1
ðcki; bk þ gki ð31ÞBy adjusting bk, we can obtain the diﬀerent bk-stable intervals. Therefore, bk-stable interval set can be ex-
pressed as follows:SIðDMkÞ ¼
[
SIðDMkÞb¼bk ð32Þ
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(1) Decision data is classiﬁed as equivalence classes, i.e., U/Cki = {X1, . . .,XS}, U/Gk = {Y1, . . .,Yt}.
(2) For each decision class Yj, when b = bk, d
1
j , d
2
j , d
1, cki and gki can be calculated. Accordingly, the
SIðCkiÞb¼bk and SIðDMkÞb¼bkare obtained with Eqs. (30) and (31).
(3) By adjusting bk, the stable interval set SI(DMk) can be obtained.
5. An application in credit risk management
In order to verify the eﬀectiveness of the previous proposed methods, a practical application experiment –
loan application approval – is performed. Granting loan to applicants is an important business decision prob-
lem associated with the credit risk of applicants to most banks. Usually, most customers can reimburse the
loan in time, and thus banks gain their revenue. However, some of customers may not repay it, even some
take away the loan, and thus leading to a direct economic loss. On the one hand, if a bank refuses applicants
with high credit, the bank will lose the revenue that the customer can bring. On the other hand, if a bank
accepts applicants with bad credit wrongly, the bank may obtain a big loss in the near future. Therefore, credit
risk evaluation is important to the revenue management of banks.
For the most applicants with small amount of loan, the credit risk evaluation can use the simply standard
process. While for applicants with large amount of loan, the decisions are much more complex. In these
cases, the decisions are usually decided by decision group not only because of the eﬃciency but also because
of the responsibility. In this example, four DMs are invited to evaluate the RE of ﬁve condition attributes:
debt factors, ﬁnancial factors, economic basis factors, administrative factors, historical credit factors and the
general credit risk of 20 applicants. The score includes three levels, 1, 2 and 3, where 1 denotes low-level
risk, 2 denotes middle-level risk and 3 denotes serious risk, and the group decision table is established in
Table 2.
5.1. IRE from the VPRS-based models
As we know, the main advantage of rough sets is to analyze subsets of attributes. We can ﬁrstly compute
the weight of each attribute, and observe which attributes having obviously less weight. Then, we can com-
pute the weight of the set. Therefore, when there are attributes which do not provide signiﬁcant information
separately but start to be valuable if considered as a set, they should be considered as a whole instead of by
separately. In GDM, an attribute is insigniﬁcant in a DM’s decision table, while it may be signiﬁcant in
another one. As a result, diﬀerent order of priority vectors may be obtained for diﬀerent DMs. This
may lead to diﬃculty in comparing between the matrices. For the simplicity, we suppose that condition
attribute set consists of the separate element. That is, from Table 2, we can see that m = 4 and n = 5, let
a = e = 0.5, sk = 1/4, b1 = 0.8, b2 = 0.8, b3 = 0.7, b4 = 0.75. For DM1, the signiﬁcance of risk factors to
credit risk is: c0.8(C1,G) = 5/20, c
0.8(C2,G) = 5/20, c
0.8(C3,G) = 20/20, c
0.8(C4,G) = 0/20 and c
0.8(C5,G) =
12/20. Therefore, condition attribute C4 is removed, W
C14
G ¼ 0, and we obtain the judgment matrix B1 as
follows:B1 ¼
1 1 1=4 5=12
1 1 1=4 5=12
4 4 1 20=12
12=5 12=5 12=20 1
2
666664
3
777775From B1, we can obtain W1 = (0.12,0.12,0.48,0,0.28), and b1,1 = (1,1,4,0,2.4), b1,2 = (1,1,4,0,2.4),
b1,3 = (0.25,0.25,1,0,0.6), b1,4 = (0,0,0,0,0), b1,5 = (0.42,0.42,1.67,0,1), so,vecðB1Þ ¼ ð1; 1; 4; 0; 2:4; 1; 1; 4; 0; 2:4; 0:25; 0:25; 1; 0; 0; 6; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0:42; 0:42; 1:67; 0; 1ÞT:
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W 3 ¼ ð0:11; 0:18; 0:21; 0:21; 0:29Þ;
W 4 ¼ ð0:13; 0; 0:53; 0:17; 0:17Þ;It is noted, condition attribute C4 is removed within DM1’s decision result and its weight is set to zero, while for
other DMs’ decision, its weight may be not zero in W2, e.g. W
C14
G ¼ 0:15. Therefore, the IRE of C4 is not zero.
Using Model 2, we obtain SIM(B1,B2) = 0.8096, SIM(B1,B3) = 0.6523, SIM(B1,B4) = 0.5578, b1 = 2.0197,
b2 = 2.5127, b3 = 2.1947, b4 = 2.0012, so we obtain o21 ¼ 0:2314, o22 ¼ 0:2879, o23 ¼ 0:2515, o24 ¼ 0:2293. Based
on Model 3, d1 = 0.5608, d2 = 0.4374, d3 = 0.6454, d4 = 0.6118, and o31 ¼ 0:2458, o32 ¼ 0:3152, o33 ¼ 0:2136,
o34 ¼ 0:2253. The weights of four DMs based on the three models are, respectively, as follows:
Model 1: c11 ¼ c12 ¼ c13 ¼ c14 ¼ 0:25.
Model 2: c21 ¼ 0:2407, c22 ¼ 0:2689, c23 ¼ 0:2507, c24 ¼ 0:2396.
Model 3: c31 ¼ 0:2479, c32 ¼ 0:2826, c33 ¼ 0:2318, c34 ¼ 0:2377.
Therefore, we obtain the IRE of condition attributes and decision attribute, which is U1, V1 in Model 1, U2, V2
in Model 2, and U3, V3 in Model 3, as reported in Table 3.
5.2. Adjustment of bk
From Table 2, we can derive the bk-stable intervals of DMk in the follow way:
SIðDM1Þ ¼ ð0:5; 0:56 _ ð0:56; 0:57 _ ð0:57; 0:67 _ ð0:67; 0:75 _ ð0:75; 0:8 _ ð0:8; 0:83 _ ð0:83; 0:86_
ð0:86; 1:
SIðDM2Þ ¼ ð0:5; 0:56 _ ð0:56; 0:6 _ ð0:6; 0:67 _ ð0:67; 0:71 _ ð0:71; 0:75 _ ð0:75; 0:8 _ ð0:8; 0:86_
ð0:86; 0:88 _ ð0:88; 1:
SIðDM3Þ ¼ ð0:5; 0:64 _ ð0:64; 0:67 _ ð0:67; 0:8 _ ð0:8; 0:83 _ ð0:83; 1:
SIðDM4Þ ¼ ð0:5; 0:55 _ ð0:55; 0:57 _ ð0:57; 0:6 _ ð0:6; 0:63 _ ð0:63; 0:8 _ ð0:8; 0:82 _ ð0:82; 1:
Because the result within DMk does not change when bk 2 (ck,bk + dk], if we want to obtain diﬀerent results
from Table 2, bk should be chosen from diﬀerent stable intervals. For example, when the result, e.g. attribute
weight, of DM3is not satisﬁed at b3 = 0.7, that is b3 2 (0.67,0.8], b3 should be chosen from the stable intervals
(0.5,0.64], (0.64,0.67], (0.8,0.83] or (0.83,1] again, and new decision results can be obtained in GDM.
5.3. Implementation on credit risk management
In this study, credit risk is represented by IRE, which contains the weight of risk factors and aggregation of
the four DMs’ judgement. According to the IRE, we can decide which applicants should be accepted. If we
accept the applicants, the strength of risk response measures should be implemented according to IRE to
reduce the risk.
According to the DMs’ experience, the applicants are divided into three types and three corresponding IRE
intervals, respectively. In type I, IRE 2 (1,1.5], the applicants have low risk. Type II, IRE 2 (1.5,2.5], are med-
ium risk. Type III, IRE 2 (2.5,3.0], are high risk. From Table 3, it is not hard to see that for applicants of type
I such as applicants 2, 3, 6, 7, the IRE is on the low side, and we can accept their application immediately. The
IRE of type III applicants is very high such as applicants 14, 15, 16, and therefore we can conclude that their
credits are bad. It is diﬃcult to manage the type III applicants, if accept them, the bank will most probably
suﬀer a loss. We should refuse their applications for safety. A majority of applicants are type II applicants
such as applicants 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20, which have normal IRE. According to the IRE of attri-
butes, the corresponding risk response measures should be adopted for type I and type II applicants to avoid
the possible loss.
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butes are less important than other attributes in the decision system. On the other hand, a high IRE of some
attributes (for example C3 and C5) indicates that they may be the most important ones in the decision system.
Correspondingly, more attention should be paid on these attributes.
5.4. Comparison with a naı¨ve GDM
In a naı¨ve GDM, the weight of DMs is the same, so as that of the attributes. Therefore, the IRE of an
object and its attributes can be computed as U 0 ¼
Pm
k¼1Gk=m, V 0 ¼
Pm
k¼1Cki=mn, respectively. In the naı¨ve
GDM theory, the DMs are assumed to have the same decision ability, and it does not consider the diﬀerent
importance between attributes either. Compared with a naı¨ve GDM, Model 1 adds the weight of attributes to
the IRE. In addition, Model 2 and Model 3 further add the weight of DMs.
There is also rough-AHP method [26], and well-known, classical rough-fuzzy methods [27,28]. In order to
address the function of VPRS, we only compare the three VPRS-based models with the naı¨ve model. Note that
the VPRS is diﬀerent from traditional theory, and the weight is decided by QoC of the attributes. This paper
uses QoC in VPRS to represent the relative signiﬁcance of condition attribute sets against decision attribute,
where AHP is combined to formulate a comparison matrix about the signiﬁcance between condition attribute
sets, and to compute the weight of condition attribute sets. In VPRS, a large QoC of condition attribute sets
means the condition attribute sets can determine the value/result of decision attribute more powerfully. The
advantage of the VPRS-based GDM is that the IRE includes both the weight of attribute sets and DMs, while
the naı¨ve GDM only use a simply averaging approach to obtain IRE.
Taking applicant 1 in Table 3 as an example, the IRE of the attributes and applicant (i.e., DM’s evaluation)
in naive GDM are 0.30, 0.30, 0.30, 0.25, 0.20 and 1.50, respectively, Model 1 gives the result 0.18, 0.18, 0.62,
0.19, 0.24 and 1.50, Model 2 gives 0.18, 0.18, 0.62, 0.19, 0.24 and 1.51, and Model 3 gives 0.19, 0.19, 0.63, 0.18,
0.24 and 1.52. As IRE from VPRS models includes the signiﬁcance of condition attribute sets, it has advantage
in recognizing important attribute sets relative to a naı¨ve GDM. However, if only one applicant exists in the
group decision table, there is no diﬀerence between a VPRS model and a naı¨ve model. When there are many
applicants in the group decision table, the diﬀerence will be obvious. That is, the more the objects in the group
decision table, the larger the diﬀerence.
These ﬁndings reveal that it is the attribute set weight from VPRS based GDM that leads to a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence of IRE between the VPRS based GDM models and the naı¨ve GDM model. Comparing the IRE of
VPRS based GDM and that of naı¨ve GDM, we ﬁnd the diﬀerence between the attributes is large, while the
diﬀerence between the applicants is small. The investigation shows that once we apply simple VPRS (Model 1),
more advanced (or complicated) techniques (Models 2, 3) are not necessary.
6. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we ﬁrstly combine VPRS and AHP to obtain the weight of condition attributes decided by
each DM. Then, the IREs of attribute sets and DMs are obtained based on the three VPRS-based models.
Subsequently, a procedure of obtaining bk-stable intervals for DMk is investigated. To verify the eﬀectiveness
of these proposed methods, an illustrative example is presented. The experimental results suggest that the
VPRS-based IRE have advantages in recognizing important attributes.
The application of VPRS-based GDM can be also used in other uncertain and intelligent decision prob-
lems. Since VPRS and AHP can compliment each other perfectly, combining the two methods can enhance
the eﬃciency of knowledge discovery in databases. A combination of VPRS and other tools, such as fuzzy
sets, ANN, CBR, etc., is also worth studying. In addition, the relevancy between attributes and sensitivity
analysis of parameters would be worth exploring further in this area.
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Table 2
A group decision table about credit risk evaluation
U DM1 DM2 DM3 DM4
C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 G1 C21 C22 C23 C24 C25 G2 C31 C32 C33 C34 C35 G3 C41 C42 C43 C44 C45 G4
1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
3 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
4 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 3 3
5 2 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
6 2 3 1 1 2 1 3 2 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
7 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 3 1 1 2 2 2 3 2 1
8 3 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 3 2
9 3 3 2 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 3 1 1 3
10 3 2 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 1 2 3 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2
11 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 2 3 3 2 1 1 2
12 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 2 1 1 3 1 2 1 2 2
13 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 3 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 3
14 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 1 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 3 3
15 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 1 1 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 3 2 3 3 3 2 3
16 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 2 1 3 3 1 3 1 3 3 3 3 3
17 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 2 2
18 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 3 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1
19 3 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 1 2 2 1 2
20 1 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 1 2 1 3 2
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Table 3
IRE based on the VPRS-based models
U Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 G C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 G C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 G
1 0.18 0.18 0.62 0.19 0.24 1.50 0.18 0.18 0.62 0.19 0.24 1.51 0.19 0.19 0.63 0.18 0.24 1.52
2 0.12 0.15 0.50 0.13 0.35 1.25 0.12 0.15 0.50 0.13 0.35 1.25 0.12 0.16 0.50 0.13 0.34 1.23
3 0.15 0.11 0.45 0.13 0.28 1.50 0.15 0.11 0.45 0.13 0.28 1.49 0.15 0.11 0.45 0.13 0.28 1.47
4 0.18 0.16 0.58 0.22 0.39 1.75 0.18 0.16 0.58 0.23 0.39 1.73 0.18 0.16 0.57 0.22 0.38 1.70
5 0.21 0.30 0.58 0.22 0.29 1.50 0.21 0.30 0.58 0.23 0.29 1.51 0.21 0.30 0.57 0.22 0.30 1.52
6 0.27 0.30 0.53 0.27 0.35 1.25 0.27 0.30 0.52 0.27 0.35 1.24 0.27 0.30 0.52 0.26 0.35 1.24
7 0.24 0.27 0.65 0.36 0.35 1.25 0.24 0.27 0.64 0.36 0.35 1.24 0.24 0.27 0.64 0.35 0.35 1.25
8 0.21 0.18 0.54 0.32 0.52 1.75 0.20 0.18 0.55 0.32 0.51 1.73 0.20 0.19 0.55 0.31 0.51 1.72
9 0.29 0.17 0.93 0.19 0.31 2.25 0.30 0.17 0.92 0.19 0.31 2.24 0.30 0.17 0.92 0.18 0.30 2.24
10 0.29 0.22 0.79 0.21 0.42 2.00 0.30 0.23 0.79 0.22 0.42 2.00 0.30 0.23 0.79 0.21 0.41 2.00
11 0.30 0.23 0.83 0.21 0.42 2.25 0.30 0.24 0.83 0.22 0.42 2.27 0.30 0.24 0.85 0.22 0.43 2.28
12 0.30 0.23 0.83 0.26 0.46 2.00 0.30 0.24 0.83 0.27 0.46 2.02 0.31 0.24 0.85 0.27 0.47 2.05
13 0.24 0.20 0.87 0.28 0.33 2.00 0.24 0.20 0.86 0.28 0.33 1.99 0.24 0.20 0.87 0.27 0.34 2.01
14 0.24 0.34 0.93 0.23 0.71 2.75 0.24 0.34 0.92 0.23 0.71 2.73 0.24 0.34 0.92 0.22 0.71 2.72
15 0.30 0.34 1.01 0.27 0.53 3.00 0.30 0.34 0.99 0.27 0.53 3.00 0.30 0.34 0.99 0.26 0.54 3.00
16 0.27 0.19 1.19 0.32 0.57 3.00 0.27 0.20 1.18 0.32 0.57 3.00 0.27 0.20 1.19 0.31 0.58 3.00
17 0.24 0.25 1.00 0.29 0.53 2.50 0.24 0.26 1.00 0.30 0.53 2.51 0.24 0.26 1.02 0.30 0.54 2.53
18 0.21 0.30 0.78 0.21 0.53 2.25 0.21 0.30 0.77 0.22 0.53 2.27 0.22 0.30 0.79 0.22 0.54 2.29
19 0.30 0.20 0.91 0.30 0.43 2.50 0.30 0.20 0.90 0.31 0.44 2.49 0.30 0.20 0.91 0.31 0.43 2.48
20 0.24 0.20 0.91 0.22 0.46 2.50 0.24 0.20 0.90 0.23 0.46 2.49 0.24 0.20 0.91 0.22 0.45 2.48
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